2013-Oct-01

McAfee Policy Auditor/McAfee NAC Content Update Summary
Product / Version

Content Version

McAfee Policy Auditor 5.x/6.x

1116

McAfee NAC 3.x

1116

New Checks
Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:250054

Mozilla Firefox Security Update 24.0 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:250056

Mozilla Firefox ESR Security Update 17.0.9 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:250058

Mozilla Thunderbird Security Update 17.0.9 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:250089

Mozilla Thunderbird Security Update 24.0 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:250199

Apple iTunes Security Update 11.1 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313246

spice-server patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313250

spice-server-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313254

spice-server-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313258

gdm-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313261

initscripts-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313265

rtkit patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:313269

rtkit-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:247638

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/snmpd.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:247641

Test the owner of the file - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/snmpd.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249396

Test the permissions of the files - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/mibs/*.mib

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249399

Test the owner of the files - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/mibs/*.mib

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249401

Test the group owner of the files - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/mibs/*.mib

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249403

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/net-snmp/snmp/snmpd.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249876

Apple Mac OSX 10.6/ 10.7 - Security Update 2013-004

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249895

DSA-2760-1 chrony -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249898

DSA-2758-1 python-django -- denial of service patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249901

DSA-2757-1 wordpress -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249907

DSA-2756-1 wireshark -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249910

DSA-2755-1 python-django -- directory traversal patch for Debian 6

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249914

DSA-2754-1 exactimage -- denial of service patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249917

DSA-2753-1 mediawiki -- information leak patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249921

DSA-2752-1 phpbb3 -- permissions too wide patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249924

DSA-2751-1 libmodplug -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249928

DSA-2749-1 asterisk -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249931

DSA-2748-1 exactimage -- denial of service patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249934

DSA-2747-1 cacti -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249992

DSA-2744-1 tiff -- several vulnerabilities patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250005

DSA-2742-1 php5 -- interpretation conflict patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250018

DSA-2740-2 python-django -- cross-site scripting vulnerability patch for Debian 6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250053

Mozilla Firefox Security Update 24.0 for Mac OS

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250054

Mozilla Firefox Security Update 24.0 for Windows is installed or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250056

Mozilla Firefox Security Update 17.0.9 for Windows is installed or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250057

Mozilla Thunderbird ESR Security Update 17.0.9 for Mac OS

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250058

Mozilla Thunderbird Security Update 17.0.9 for Windows is installed or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250087

Mozilla Thunderbird Security Update 24.0 for Mac OS

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250089

Mozilla Thunderbird Security Update 24.0 for Windows is installed or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250186

Apple Safari Security Update 5.1.10 for Mac OS X

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250199

Apple iTunes Security Update 11.1 for Windows

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:250214

Mozilla Firefox ESR Security Update 17.0.9 for Mac OS

Updated Checks
Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:7626

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/syslog.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8116

Test the enable / disable status for - sendmail wiz command

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8113

Test the enable / disable status for - sendmail help command

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6994

Test the group owner of /etc/profile file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6982

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/profile

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6843

Ensure critical sendmail messages are logged

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6302

The setuid option should be enabled or disabled on removable media as
appropriate

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5723

The root account's home directory has not been changed from the default /

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215409

The /var/adm/sulog file should exist on the system

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6353

The ftpusers file should restrict the webservd account as appropriate.

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6341

The ftpusers file should restrict the uucp account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6332

The ftpusers file should restrict the sys account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6344

The ftpusers file should restrict the smmsp account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6323

The ftpusers file should restrict the root account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6338

The ftpusers file should restrict the lp account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6347

The ftpusers file should restrict the listen account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6350

The ftpusers file should restrict the gdm account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6326

The ftpusers file should restrict the daemon account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6329

The ftpusers file should restrict the bin account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6335

The ftpusers file should restrict the adm account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5663

Ensure the /etc/shells file exists

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6317

The default GNOME screenlock timeout should be set appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5871

Successful and unsuccessful logins and logouts are logged.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6427

NFS client functionality should disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6449

The GNOME screenlock should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6452

The debug logging option for daemons should be enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6455

Capture of syslog AUTH Messages should be enabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:78894

Test the owner of the file - /etc/syslog.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50153

Verify no legacy '+' entries exist in passwd, shadow, and group files

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8624

The shell for the webservd account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8652

The shell for the uucp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8612

The shell for the smmsp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8608

The shell for the nuucp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8628

The shell for the nobody account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8640

The shell for the nobody4 account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8632

The shell for the noaccess account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8648

The shell for the lp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8616

The shell for the listen account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8620

The shell for the gdm account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8604

The shell for the bin account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8644

The shell for the adm account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50234

Test the configuration status for - root file system logging

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50124

Ensure Capture FTP and inetd Connection Tracing Info is enabled

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50241

No user dot-files should be group/world writable

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99454

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/named.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:200804010635

The default umask for users should be set appropriately in /etc/profile file.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99066

Test the group owner of the directory - /var/spool/cron/crontabs

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:78729

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/services

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99991

Test the owner of the file - /etc/.login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:34461

firefox patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:34960

gdm patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:55627

Additional Logging for the ftp daemon should be enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:117532

xulrunner-devel patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:117547

xulrunner patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291013

firefox patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291023

xulrunner-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291027

xulrunner-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291079

hplip-gui patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291083

hplip-libs patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291087

libsane-hpaio patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291065

hpijs patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:65648

McAfee Host DLP/ McAfee DLPE Agent Service Running or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:65649

McAfee Host DLP/ McAfee DLPE Minimum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:65650

McAfee Host DLP Maximum/ McAfee DLPE Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:65648

McAfee Host DLP/ McAfee DLPE Agent Service Running or not

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:65649

McAfee Host DLP/ McAfee DLPE Minimum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:65650

McAfee Host DLP/ McAfee DLPE Maximum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291016

firefox-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291020

xulrunner patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291068

hplip patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291071

hplip-common patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291075

hplip-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:252390

gdm-docs patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:74410

Adobe Photoshop CS Minimum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:74410

Adobe Photoshop CS Minimum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval.common:def:74405

Adobe Flash Professional Minimum Product Version

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:74405

Adobe Flash Professional Minimum Product Version

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:78887

Test the owner of the file - /etc/services

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:78999

Test the owner of the file - /etc/profile

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99450

Test the owner of the file - /etc/named.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:96360

Test the owner of the file - /etc/mail/aliases

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99062

Test the owner of the directory - /var/spool/cron/crontabs

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99997

Test the permissions set on the file - /etc/.login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99995

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/.login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:96006

The default greeting string for Sendmail should be set apporpriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:99068

Test the permissions set on the directory - /var/spool/cron/crontabs

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:96366

Test the permissions set on the file - /etc/mail/aliases

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:78736

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/syslog.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215372

Check the /etc/syslog.conf and verify the auth facility is logging the notice

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:216491

Disallowed Services

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:216545

Service - rexec - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:216543

Service - finger - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215393

SYSLOG_FAILED_LOGINS should be enabled or disabled set as appropriate

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:216546

Service - ttdbserver - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215302

Test if umask is set properly in /etc/.login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215404

The /var/adm/authlog or /var/adm/loginlog file should exist on the system

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291278

thunderbird patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291281

thunderbird-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291285

libvirt patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291288

libvirt-client patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291292

libvirt-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291296

libvirt-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:291299

libvirt-python patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:292590

polkit patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:292594

polkit-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:292598

polkit-desktop-policy patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:292602

polkit-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:292606

polkit-docs patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:224539

Test the permissions of the files - /var/adm/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230468

Service - LDAP Cache Manager - running state

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231519

Test the permissions of the file - /var/adm/wtmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230330

Test the configuration status for - SSH MaxAuthTriesLog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230483

Service - Solaris Volume Manager GUI metamh - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230771

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/ftpd/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230335

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH RhostsRSAAuthentication

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229222

Test the permissions of the file - /var/log/syslog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230334

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH RhostsAuthentication

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230763

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/shadow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229232

Test the permissions of the file - /var/log/authlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231292

Test if CDE users warning banner text (personalized welcome message) is set
correctly in /etc/dt/config/*/Xresources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231499

Test the owner of the file - /var/adm/utmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231520

Test the group owner of the file - /var/adm/wtmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230484

Service - Solaris Volume Manager mdmonitor - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230485

Service - Solaris Volume Manager metainit - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230888

Inetd tracing should be enabled or disabled as appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231332

Test the owner of the file - /etc/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230770

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/ftpd/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230769

Test the owner of the file - /var/adm/loginlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230761

Test the owner of the file - /etc/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230333

Test the configuration status for - SSH Protocol

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231411

Test the configuration status for - CDE users default screenlock timeout

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231498

Test the group owner of the file - /var/adm/utmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231416

Test the owner of the files - /var/spool/cron/crontabs/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231412

Test the configuration status for - CDE users default screensaver timeout

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231497

Test the permissions of the file - /var/adm/utmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230768

Test the group owner of the file - /var/adm/loginlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230772

Test the owner of the file - /etc/ftpd/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231593

Test the permissions of the file - /var/adm/messages

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231309

Test if the FTP daemon warning banner is set correctly in /etc/default/ftpd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230760

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230461

Service - System Accounting - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229221

Test the owner of the file - /var/log/syslog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231330

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/ftpusers

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229917

Test if the FTP daemon warning banner is set correctly in /etc/ftpd/banner

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230998

Test the configruation status for - Cron logging

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231140

Test if the GNOME Users banner text is set correctly in /etc/X11/gdm/gdm.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230773

Test the owner of the file - /etc/shadow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230743

The ftpusers file should restrict the nuucp account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230765

Test the group owner of the file - /var/cron/log

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231610

configuration - umask for FTP users

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230482

Service - Solaris Volume Manager GUI metamed - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231135

Test the configuration status for - Inetd service

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230759

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229248

Test the permissions of all the files - /var/adm/sa/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230766

Test the owner of the file - /var/cron/log

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230932

Only enable Networking uucp utilities service if absolutely necessary

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231136

Test the configruation status for - TCP Wrappers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231139

Test the configuration status for - NFS client requests to privileged ports

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230741

The ftpusers file should restrict the svctag account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230764

Test the permissions of the file - /var/cron/log

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230767

Test the permissions of the file - /var/adm/loginlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229230

Test the group owner of the file - /var/log/authlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229231

Test the owner of the file - /var/log/authlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230890

Test the group owner of the account - root

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230742

The ftpusers file should restrict the postgres account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230911

Only enable GUI login service if absolutely necessary

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229246

Test the group owner of all the files - /var/adm/sa/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230762

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/shadow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231413

Test the group owner of the files - /var/spool/cron/crontabs/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230480

Service - Solaris Volume Manager GUI mdcomm - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230481

Service - Solaris Volume Manager GUI meta - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230219

Inetd based service - rlogin - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229255

Test the configuration status for - Prevent Syslog from accepting messages from
network

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230460

Service - Volume Manager volfs - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231592

Test the owner of the file - /var/adm/messages

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229247

Test the owner of all the files - /var/adm/sa/*

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231339

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH PermitRootLogin

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231591

Test the group owner of the file - /var/adm/messages

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:229220

Test the group owner of the file - /var/log/syslog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231419

Test the permissions of the files - /var/spool/cron/crontabs/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230927

Only enable samba service if absolutely necessary

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231521

Test the owner of the file - /var/adm/wtmpx

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231141

Test if CDE users warning banner text (welcome message) is set correctly in
/etc/dt/config/*/Xresources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231661

Test the group owner of the directory - /var/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231709

Configuration - core dumps - global core file content

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231713

Configuration - core dumps - init core file pattern

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231772

Configuration - daemon umask

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231710

Configuration - core dumps - global core file pattern

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230473

Service - Local Web Console - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231660

Test the permissions of the directory - /var/core

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231712

Configuration - core dumps - init core file content

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230477

Service - NIS Server daemon xfr - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231659

Test the owner of the directory - /var/core

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231658

Test the group owner of the directory - /var/core

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230479

Service - Samba - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231768

Test the owner of the file - /var/log/connlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231708

Test the enable / disable status for - global core dump logging

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231808

Service - Local Graphical Login Environment gdm2-login - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230475

Service - NIS Server daemon passwd - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231663

Test the permissions of the directory - /var/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230465

Service - CDE login - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231769

Test the group owner of the file - /var/log/connlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231767

Test the permissions of the file - /var/log/connlog

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231662

Test the owner of the directory - /var/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231810

Service - mpxio-upgrade - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230476

Service - NIS Server daemon update - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231771

Test the configuration status for - debug logging option for daemons.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231706

Test the enable / disable status for - per-process set-id core dumps

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231711

Test the enable / disable status for - global set-id core dumps

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231714

Test the enable / disable status for - per-process core dumps

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231770

Test the configuration status for - enable login records

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230464

Service - CDE Calendar Manager - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231707

Test the enable / disable status for - global core dumps

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232491

Test the configuration status for - lock inactive user accounts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232728

verify if defined user home directories exists on the system

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232427

Test the permissions of the directory - user home directories

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:299074

initscripts patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233843

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/dt/config/*/sys.resources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233852

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/dt/config/*/Xresources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233850

Test the owner of the file - /etc/dt/config/*/Xresources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233842

Test the owner of the file - /etc/dt/config/*/sys.resources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233984

Test the owner of the file - /etc/ftpd/banner.msg

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233851

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/dt/config/*/Xresources

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234093

Test the owner of the file - /etc/inet/inetd.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234094

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/inet/inetd.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233985

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/ftpd/banner.msg

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:233986

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/ftpd/banner.msg

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234036

Test the group owner of the directory - /var/spool/cron/atjobs

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234287

Test the group owner of the file - /usr/sfw/bin/smbpasswd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234141

MINDIGIT value should be set appropriately in /etc/default/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234440

Test the permissions of the file - users local dot-profile file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234085

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/cron.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234405

configuration - NFS mount option "anon" should be set appropriately for all the
exported file systems to deny NFS Client Access Without Userid

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234285

Test the owner of the file - /etc/sfw/smb.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234186

Test the enable / disable status for - Single user mode password request

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234193

Test the owner of the of default skeleton dot files - /etc/skel/.*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234364

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-login file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234038

Test the permissions of the directory - /var/spool/cron/atjobs

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234320

Test the group owner of the file - /usr/sbin/traceroute

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234339

Test the SUID/SGID of the files - start up run control scripts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234479

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/security/audit_warn

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234129

Verify no legacy '+' entries exist in .rhost, .shosts, hosts.equiv, shosts.equiv files

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234052

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/at.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234173

Test the group owner of NIS/NISPlus/YP files - /usr/lib/netsvc/yp/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234142

MINSPECIAL value should be set appropriately in /etc/default/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234350

configuration - Anonymous ftp account should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234371

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-Xauthority file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234451

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users dot-profile file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234406

configuration - NFS mount option for root access should not be set on any of the
exported file system

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234194

Test the permissions of default skeleton dot files - /etc/skel/.*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234059

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234288

Test the permissions of the file - /usr/sfw/bin/smbpasswd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234100

Test the owner of the file - /etc/dfs/dfstab

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234322

Test the owner of the file - /usr/sbin/traceroute

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234428

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-bashrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234368

configuration - SSH should be configured with tcp wrappers support in
/etc/hosts.deny file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234375

The shell for the tftp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234376

The shell for the ftp account should be assigned appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234156

File should exist - /etc/notrouter

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234063

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/news/hosts.nntp

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234447

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users dot-bashrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234411

configuration - NFS user authentication should not be configured with security
mode 'none'

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234448

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users dot-cshrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234352

TFTP Configuration: TFTP user should exist in /etc/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234319

Test the existence of the file - /etc/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234174

Test the owner of the of NIS/NISPlus/YP files - /usr/lib/netsvc/yp/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234516

Test the permissions of the files - /var/log/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234321

Test the permissions of the file - /usr/sbin/traceroute

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234086

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/at.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234101

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/dfs/dfstab

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234399

configuration - sendmail vrfy command should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234028

Test the group owner of the file - /dev/audio

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234281

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/sfw/smb.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234393

Inetd based service - tftp in secure mode - running state

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234312

Test the owner of the file - /usr/sbin/in.ftpd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234058

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234081

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/news/nntp.access

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234275

Test the owner of the files - /etc/news/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234057

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/cron.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234289

Test the owner of the file - /usr/sfw/bin/smbpasswd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234180

configuration - sendmail logging level

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234432

Test the permissions of the file - users local dot-login file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234082

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/news/passwd.nntp

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234355

The TFTP daemon has the suid or sgid bit set.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234088

Test the owner of the file - /etc/printers.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234279

Test the group owner of the files -/etc/news/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234420

Test the permissions of the file - users local dot-cshrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234143

Test if at.deny file exists and is not empty

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234444

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users dot-login file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234283

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/sfw/smb.conf

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234400

configuration - sendmail expn command should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234029

Test the owner of the file - /dev/audio

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234318

Test the existence of the file - /etc/ftpd/ftpusers

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234076

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/news/hosts.nntp.nolimit

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234480

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/security/audit_record

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234172

Test the permissions of NIS/NISPlus/YP files - /usr/lib/netsvc/yp/*

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234327

Test the group owner of the files - start up run control scripts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234456

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users local dot-profile file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234455

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users local dot-login file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234424

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-profile file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234478

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/security/audit_event

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234328

Test the permission of the files - start up run control scripts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234477

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/security/audit_class

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234452

Test the SUID and SGID of the file - users local dot-cshrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234436

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-cshrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234046

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/cron.d/at.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234329

Test the owner of the files - start up run control scripts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234060

Test the owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.deny

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234509

Test the permissions of the directory - root home directory

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234045

Test the owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/at.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234037

Test the owner of the directory - /var/spool/cron/atjobs

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:302845

libvirt-lock-sanlock patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:302872

389-ds-base patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:302876

389-ds-base-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:302880

389-ds-base-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:302884

389-ds-base-libs patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303573

spice-glib patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303577

spice-glib-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303581

spice-gtk patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303585

spice-gtk-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303589

spice-gtk-devel patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303593

spice-gtk-python patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:303597

spice-gtk-tools patch for Redhat EL6

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:305920

xulrunner-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval.gen:def:306894

firefox-debuginfo patch for Redhat EL5 and CentOS 5

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245557

The default GNOME screenlock timeout should be set appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245563

The default GNOME screenlock timeout should be set appropriately.

New Benchmarks
Benchmark ID

Title

PCISolaris11Benchmark

Solaris 11 PCI DSS Benchmark

Solaris11ISO27001Benchmark

Solaris 11 ISO 27001 Benchmark

Updated Benchmarks
Benchmark ID

Title

CISSolaris10Benchmark

Oracle Solaris 10 CIS Benchmark

AppleMacOSXPatchPolicy

Apple Mac OSX Patch Policy

AppleMacOSXCISBenchmark

Apple Mac OSX CIS Benchmark

RedhatPatchPolicy

Redhat and CentOS Patch Policy

DebianPatchPolicy

Debian Patch Policy

SOLARISSOXUNIX

Solaris SOX Benchmark

Benchmark ID

Title

SOLARISGLBAUNIX

Solaris GLBA Benchmark

SOLARISCOBITUNIX

Solaris Cobit Benchmark

SOLARISHIPAA

Solaris HIPAA Benchmark
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